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Abstract. For X a nondegenerate Peano continuum, let 2X be the hyper-

space of all nonempty closed subsets of X, topologized with the Hausdorff

metric. It is known that 2X is homeomorphic to the Hubert cube. A

nonempty closed subspace 3 of 2X is called a growth hyperspace provided it

satisfies the following condition: if A G S, and B e 2X such that B D A

and each component of B meets A, then also ie§. The class of growth

hyperspaces includes many previously considered subspaces of 2X. It is

shown that if X contains no free arcs, and S is a nontrivial growth

hyperspace, then S \{X} is a Hubert cube manifold. A corollary charac-

terizes those growth hyperspaces which are homeomorphic to the Hubert

cube. Analogous results are obtained for growth hyperspaces with respect to

the hyperspace cc(A") of closed convex subsets of a convex n-cell X.

1. Introduction. Wojdyslawski [17] showed that for every Peano continuum

X, the hyperspace 2X of nonempty closed subsets of X, topologized by the

Hausdorff metric, is an absolute retract (AR) for the class of metrizable

spaces. Kelley [10] gave another proof of this result which applies as well to

any nonempty closed subspace § of 2X satisfying the following condition: if

A G § and 7 G 2X such that B d A and each component of 7 meets A, then

B E ß. We call such a subspace ß a growth hyperspace of X. Note that

always X G §. Kelley's proof shows that every growth hyperspace of a Peano

continuum is an AR.

More recently, it has been shown [6], [7], [12], [13] that the hyperspace 2X of

every nondegenerate Peano continuum X is homeomorphic to the Hubert

cube Q. This result has also been obtained (with additional hypotheses, in

some cases) for certain other growth hyperspaces of X. In particular, if A is a

proper closed subset of X, the hyperspaces 2X = {F E2X\F D A) and

2X(A) = {7 G 2*|7 nA^0) are both homeomorphic to Q [8]. And if X
contains no free arcs (i.e., admits no open imbedding of the line), the

hyperspace C(X) of nonempty subcontinua of X, as well as the hyperspaces
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CA(X) = C(X) n 2XA and C(X; A) = C(X) n 2X(A), are homeomorphic to

Our main objective in this paper is the appropriate extension of these

results to the general class of growth hyperspaces of a Peano continuum. Of

course not every nontrivial growth hyperspace is homeomorphic to Q

(although Edwards' characterization of AR's as (Mactors [4] shows that every

growth hyperspace is a g-factor). For example, § = 2[l';¿J u 2\ö,X]X] is the

union of two Hilbert cubes intersecting in a point. Other examples and a

more general result appear in §5. The extension takes the following form:

under some rather general conditions, the subspace § \{X} of every

nontrivial growth hyperspace § is a [0, l)-stable ß-manifold. As a corollary,

we obtain a useful characterization of those growth hyperspaces which are

homeomorphic to Q. The above result also has a converse: for every [0, 1)-

stable g-manifold M and nondegenerate Peano continuum X, there is a

growth hyperspace S of A' such that § \ {X} is homeomorphic to M.

For a given Peano continuum X, the class of all growth hyperspaces of X,

when partially ordered by set inclusion, forms a complete lattice, with lower

bound {X} and upper bound 2X. For any subcollection {§a} of growth

hyperspaces, we have inf{S„} = C\{§a) an(* SUP{S„} = cl U {§„,}• Thus

every closed subspace & of 2X generates a growth hyperspace §& = inf{S|S

D &}, and in fact Q& = {F G 2X\ for some A E &, F D A and each

component of F meets A }.

A growth hyperspace § which satisfies the following stronger condition is

called an inclusion hyperspace: if A G § and B E 2X such that B z> A, then

B E §. Thus 2X and 2X(A) are inclusion hyperspaces. The class of inclusion

hyperspaces is a complete sublattice of the lattice of growth hyperspaces.

Finally, we consider the analogue of growth hyperspaces in the setting of

the hyperspace cc(X) of nonempty closed convex subsets of a convex «-cell

X.

2. Convex metrics. Every Peano continuum X admits a convex metric [1];

i.e., a metric d such that for each pair of distinct points x and y, there exists

an arc a in X between x and y which is isometric to the closed interval

[0, d(x,y)]. Such a metric d (which we may assume to be bounded by 1)

defines a natural contraction tj of the hyperspace 2X to the element {X):

simply set tj(F, t) = {x G X\d(x, F) < t). Note that tj(tj(F, /,), t¿ = rj(F, tx

+ t¿

There are two fundamental properties of a growth hyperspace § in relation

to the map tj:

(1)t,(S x/)cS;
(2) the function 2X -> /, defined by F-» tF where tF is the smallest value of

/ for which -q(F,t)E§, is continuous. Consequently, for each pair of growth
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hyperspaces § and % such that § c X, there is a natural strong

deformation retraction -q(§ ; %): % -> §, defined by H -> r\(H, tH), and for

growth hyperspaces f c S C X, we have n(f ; S)n(S; X) = r¡(^; %). In

particular, the existence of the retraction t](§; 2X): 2x-*§ gives another

proof that every growth hyperspace is an AR. Note that each retraction

tj(S ; %) has contractible point-inverses.

In what follows, X will always denote a Peano continuum.

3. Growth hyperspaces of Peano continua with no free arcs. For A E 2X,

define GA(X) = [F E2X\F d A and each component of 7 meets A). Thus

GA (X) is the smallest growth hyperspace of X containing A. The finite union

\J?-XGA(X) of such is the smallest growth hyperspace containing

[A,,..., A„), and will be useful in the proof of our main result.

The proofs in [7] that 2X pu Q and, for X containing no free arcs, that

C(X)r¿ Q, are based on the construction of inverse sequences of hyper-

spaces of local dendra imbedded in X. These local dendra are constructed as

1-dimensional nerves of partitions of X, and if X contains no free arcs neither

do the local dendra (i.e., the set of branch points is dense). In the following

proofs we again consider such local dendra and certain of their growth

hyperspaces. The local dendra themselves are most easily viewed as inverse

limits of graphs. Thus, let D = inv lim(T„ r¡), where each T¡ c 77 is a

compact connected graph and each bonding map r,: Tt+i-*Tt is a PL

retraction with contractible point-inverses. Thus the projection map r: D-*

T, is a deformation retraction. We refer to Tx as the base of the local dendron

77.

Lemma 3.1. Let Ax,... ,A„ be closed subsets of D such that each A¡ =

r~x(r(A¡)) and \J"=XAÍ =£ D. Then if the set of branch points of D is dense, the

growth hyperspace \J"^XGA(D) is homeomorphic to Q.

Proof. Let f={fE U?=, GA(D)\ F c U{A,\F G GAi(D)) U Tx). We
show that f is a Z-set in \Jn^xGAi(D), and that \J"JiGA(D)\^ is a

¡2-manifold. The lemma then follows from a result of Torunczyk [14]: if Y is

a g-factor, A c Y is a Z-set, and Y\A is a ß-manifold, then Y is

homeomorphic to Q.

For each e > 0 we must find a map /: UÏ=xGAi(D)-> \JU\GA,(D) \ f
such that p(f, id) < e. Here p is the Hausdorff hyperspace metric induced by

a convex metric d on D. Using the fact that D has a dense set of branch

points, we may choose 0 < 8 < e/2 such that, for any subinterval / of the

base T, with length e/4, p(J, r~x(J)) > 8. Now define maps /, and f2 of

U7_iG^.(77) into itself as follows: /,(7) = B \j {x E Tx\d(x, B n Tx) <

e/2) and f2(B) = [x E D\d(x, B) < 8). Then p(/2/„ id) < e/2 + 5 < e,
and we claim that/ = /2/, maps off of S7. Consider 7 G \J1„XGA.(D), and
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suppose first that/,(P) n T, (which is simply the closed e/2-neighborhood of

B n T, in T,) is not contained in U U\r(Ad- The" clearly/2(/,(P)) £ $"• On

the other hand, if fx(B) n T, c UL\r(AD> then since (JU\r(Ai) =?= ri and
T, is connected, fx(B) n T, must contain a subinterval J of T, with length e/4

such that / n B = 0. Then by the choice of 8, we again have f2(fx(B)) G 5r-

Thus f is a Z-set in \J"^XGA¡(D).

Now consider an element B of Uî^iG^CD) \ í?. Let x G 5 \ T, such that

x G U {A¡\B E GA(D)), and let x0 = r(x). Then B, and every element of

\J"„XGA(D) sufficiently close to B, must contain x0. Let D0 = (D \ r~x(x¡))

U {x0}. Clearly, both D0 and r_I(x0) are compact connected local dendra

whose sets of branch points are dense. Thus the growth hyperspace G0 ■>

U {Ga(Dqí\B G Ga(D)) n 2^o° is a g-factor, and the hyperspace of subcon-

tinua Cx(r~\x0)) is homeomorphic to Q [13]. Hence the product G0 X

Cx(r~x(x0)) is homeomorphic to Q, and clearly this product is

homeomorphic to a neighborhood of the element B in Ö"^XGA(D). There-

fore \J".iga,(d) \ ^ is a g-manifold.

Lemma 3.2. Let X be a Peano continuum with no free arcs, and A „ . .., A„

nonempty closed subsets of X such that (J"=\A¡ ¥* X. Then for each e > 0 there

exist elements Bx E GA¡(X), . .., B„ E GA^(X) with Bx C r\(Ax, e), . . ., Bn C

rj(^„, e), such that \J"-\GB(X) is homeomorphic to Q.

Proof. We use the construction of partition refinements, nerves, and local

dendra detailed in [7] for the proof that the hyperspace of subcontinua C(X)

is homeomorphic to Q. This construction yielded a sequence {G¡} of

partitions of X, with each Gi+X refining G¡ and mesh G> -»0, a corresponding

sequence {r,} of compact connected graphs in X, with each T, a nerve of G¡,

and a sequence {/),} of compact connected local dendra in X, with each D¡

based on T¡ (see the discussion preceding Lemma 3.1) and having a dense set

of branch points. For each partition element g G G¡, we have D¡ n Bd g = T¡

nBdg and D¡ n g = pr\^¡ n g), wherep¡: D¡-»T¡ is the projection map.

Furthermore, there exists a sequence of C-monotone piecewise-linear maps

9i: Ti+i-* ^(r,), inducing in turn sequences of near-homeomorphisms /•:

2-W. _>2D< andg, = /¡|C(A+,): C(Di+x)-> C(D,), such that

C(X)^invlim(C(Di),gl)^Q

(using the inverse sequence Approximation Lemma 2.1 of [6]).

For each z < n, let GX(A¡) = {g E Gx\g D A¡¥^ 0} and Ai<x = U {g\g G

C7,(/4,)}. Then /!,- c int/4,„ /l/(, G GA (X), and if mesh G, is small enough,

y4n C tj(4, e) and U"-i^zi ^ ^- It follows from Lemma 3.1 that

ÙUGA,nDi(Dx)^Q.
The construction in [7] of the partition refinement G2, nerve T2, and

C-monotone map <jp,: T2-> C(r,) is such that, for arbitrary 8 > 0, we may
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assume that for each g G G2, <px(g n TJ c U {g'|g' G G, and g n Ns(g')

* 0}. Now set G2(A,) - {g G <72|g C g' G t7,(4) and <p,(g n^c /*,,,},

and Ai2 = U {g|g G G2(A¡)}. It follows that if mesh G2 is small enough,

A, c int Ai2 and ¿a G GA(X). Again by Lemma 3.1, U Ui^nD^ù « Ô-

We claim that the map/,: 2i'2-»201, induced essentially by the map ç>„

restricts to a surjection /,: UUiGAl2nD2(D2)^> ^UiGAiinfl,(Z>,) with

contractible point-inverses. First note that, because rjp, is C-monotone, and

due to the choice of G2(A¡), we have fx(Aj2 n 72) ■ AiX n Dx for each /' < n.

Thus MUUGAi2nD¡(D2)) c UUiGa^dPÙ- The'argument that each

point-inverse of the restriction of /, is nonempty and contractible follows

from the argument given for Theorem 3.5 of [6]. Thus, for arbitrary K E

G^no^i), i < "> set K' = {xE D2\fx({x)) c K). Then fx(K') = K, and

K' G GA/2nDi(D2). Moreover, the "expansion homotopy" which contracts the

point-inverse /," X(K) c 2Dl of/,: 2D2-»2/'1 to the element K' restricts to a

contraction of /," '(A') n GA. nDi(D2) to K', since G^^^D^ is a growth

hyperspace.

By a theorem of Chapman [4], every surjection between copies of Q which

has contractible point-inverses is a near-homeomorphism. Thus the above

restriction of/, is a near-homeomorphism.

Continuing in this fashion, we inductively set Gk+X(A¡) = (g G Gk+X\g c

g' G Gk(A,) and q>k(g n Tk+X) c AtJc}, and Xa+1 = U{g|g G Gk+l(A,)),

for each / < n and k > 1. If mesh G^+l is small enough, Aik+X G G^LY). As

before, the restricted map/A: DUiGAtk+inDkJDk+x)^ UÍ^GÁ¡J¡rxDk(Dk) is

a near-homeomorphism. Then taking 7, = fl k-iAifk for each /', we obtain

(J GBi(X) « inv liml IJ GA¡i¡nDk (Dk),fk j « ß.

A ß-manifold M is [0, l)-stable if M ?» M X [0, 1). Chapman [2] showed

that [0, l)-stable <2-manifolds are topologically classified by homotopy type.

Wong [18] showed that M is [0, l)-stable if and only if M is properly

contractible to infinity (i.e., for every compact subset K c M, there exists a

proper homotopy {/}: M-+M with/0 = id and/,(M) c M \ K).

Theorem 3.1. If § is a nontrivial growth hyperspace of a Peano continuum X

with no free arcs, then § \ [X] is a [0, l)-stable Q-manifold.

Proof. Let A G § \ {X), and let [A¡) be a sequence in ß which is dense

in a neighborhood of A in ß, and such that U ?A¡ 7= X. By Lemma 3.2 there

exists, for each/ > 1 and 0 < e, < 2~J, elements B{,... ,Bj of ß such that

each 7/ G GA(X), B{ c 17(A¡, e,), and Uf.iCa/W« g. We may assume

also that each 7/ is a neighborhood of A¡ (simply replace each A¡ by a

sufficiently small neighborhood t\(A¡, 8) before applying Lemma 3.2). Thus
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the sequence of positive constants {e,} may be inductively chosen so that

P/+1 C B{ for each i < j, with D ",,-£/ = A¡ for each i. Note that

7 7+1 7+1

U gb,(X) C U <V(*) c U <^(*) c 8
<-l /-I j-l

for each/, and

7 °°        7 oo

lim   U M*) = cl (J   U M*) D cl (J M*)
^°° ,=i     ' ,-=i i-l     ' i-i     '

is a neighborhood of ^ in S (the limit operation indicated by lim,^«, takes

place in the space 2s of closed subspaces of § ).

Now consider the inverse sequence

GB.(X) tGß](X) u GBl(X) t ...,

where each bonding map fy. \JJ¡Z\GBj+\(X)^> \JJ¡^XGB¿(X) is defined by

fj-ÁUm*); U<v(*))'

as in §2. Each ^ has contractible point-inverses, and is therefore a near-

homeomorphism. By the Approximation Lemma of [6], lim,-.,,,,, UJ¡-XGB¿(X)

ssinv lim(Uj¡=,\GBj(X), fy) « Q. Thus the element A has a g-neighborhood

in S, and S \ {X} is a g-manifold.

It remains to show that § \ {X} is properly contractible to infinity. Let %

be a compact subspace of § \ {X}, and choose e > 0 such that p(K, X) > e

for each K E %. Let <5 he the growth hyperspace {F G S|p(F, X) < e}.

Then the deformation {tj,} associated with the retraction rjCiF; S): % -> 'S

restricts to the desired proper homotopy of § \{X}. Specifically, define

flt(F) - f\(Fi ísf)> where sF is the smallest value of 5 for which tj(F, s) G 'S.

Each rj, maps § \{X) into itself, tj0 = id, rj,(§ \ {X)) n % = 0, and

obviously {rj,} is proper. Thus § \{X) is a [0, l)-stable g-manifold.

4. Inclusion hyperspaces. We first obtain an analogue of Lemma 3.2.

Lemma 4.1. Let Ax,... ,A„be nonempty closed subsets of a Peano continuum

X such that U "= \ A¡ ¥= X. Then for each e > 0 there exist closed sets

Bx = -q(Ax, 8X),... ,B„ = q(An, 8„), with 0 < 8¡ < e for each i, such that the

inclusion hyperspace U "-1 2B is homeomorphic to Q.

Proof. We may assume that A¡ \Aj¥=0, and that in fact A¡ \ -q(Aj, t) ^

0, for each z 7e/'. Also assume that -q(\J"^xA¡, e) t* X. Since X is connected,

the proper closed subset U "¡=\ A¡ has a boundary; reindexing the A¡, we may

suppose that An n bd(U"=i^,) t= 0. Then take B„ = tj(^„, e). Note that
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int Bn \ \J"IXA¡ =*= 0. By the same argument we may suppose that A„_x n

bd(\J"~¡Ai) =£ 0. Then take 7„_, = r\(An_x, 8), where 0 < 8 < e is small

enough that int B„ \(U"-Í A¡ u B„_x) ̂  0. Note that int 7„_, \ U"I2A¡ =£
0. Continuing in this fashion we obtain closed sets Bx,..., Bn such that

U?_i7,. ̂  X, int 7(. \ U'j~\Bj -* 0 for each /, and int 7,- \ 7, 9= 0 for / </.
The proof of Lemma 5.5 of [8] then shows immediately that U?-i2|; « g.

Theorem 4.1. If ß is a nontrivial inclusion hyperspace of a Peano continuum

X, then ß \ (X) is a [0, \)-stable Q-manifold.

Proof. One uses the same type of inverse sequence construction as in the

proof of Theorem 3.1, with Lemma 4.1 taking the place of Lemma 3.2.

5. Applications and examples.

Corollary 5.1. Let § be a nontrivial growth hyperspace of a Peano

continuum X, such that either X contains no free arcs or ß is an inclusion

hyperspace. Then the following statements are equivalent:

(l)S»ß;
(2)ß \{X} is contractible;

(3) (X) is a Z-set in ß.

Proof. Obviously (1) => (2), (3). By Chapman's classification theorem [2],

every contractible [0, l)-stable g-manifold is homeomorphic to g X [0, 1).

Thus (2) => ß « Cone g « g. The result of Torunczyk used in the proof of

Lemma 3.1 (or an earlier version due to West [16]) shows that (3) => (1).

It was shown in [8] that for Ax,... ,An E 2X, the inclusion hyperspace

2X(AX, ...,An) = {FE 2X\F n A, =*= 0 for each /'} is homeomorphic to g,

and that the growth hyperspace C(X; Ax, . . . , A„) = C(X) n

2X(AX,..., An) is homeomorphic to g if X contains no free arcs. Alterna-

tively, these results may be deduced from Corollary 5.1. Let y E X \

Uf-ibd^,-. Given e > 0, choose 0 < 8 < e such that r\(y, 8) does not

intersect \J1_xbdA¡. By Lemma 5.4 of [8], there exists a map/: 2*-»2*\

2*,,6/2) such that p(f, id) < 5/2, f(B) \ r,(y, 8/2) = 7 \ v(y, 8/2) for each
7 G 2X, and if X contains no free arcs,/maps C(X) into itself. It follows that

/maps 2X(AX, ...,A„) into 2X(AX, ...,An)\ (X), and if X contains no free

arcs, / maps C(X; AX,...,A„) into C(X; A „ ..., An) \ {X).

The result (previously unpublished) that U"_,2£ is homeomorphic to g if

W¡=XA¡ =£ X also follows from the Corollary 5.1. Let N be any closed subset

of X \ U "= \A¡ with nonempty interior; then again by Lemma 5.4 of [8], there

exists for each e > 0 a map /: 2X -» 2X \ 2% such that p(/, id) < e and

f(B) \ N = 7 \ N for each 7 G 2X. Thus / maps UÎL^ into UUi2a, \
(X). If furthermore X contains no free arcs, then/maps \J"-iCA(X) into

U?„iC4.(A')\{X'}, and thus UUiCA¡(x) is homeomorphic to g. In this
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case the same argument shows also that both \J"„XGA(X) and C\"-\GA.(X)

are homeomorphic to g.

We can place these results in a more general setting by considering

go-decompositions. Let g0 = g \ point « g X [0, 1). A g0-decomposition of

a separable locally compact metric space F is a star-finite, locally finite closed

cover {/?,} of Y such that each nonempty intersection /?, n • • • ("1 /?,-,

n > 1, is homeomorphic to g0. The nerve K of {/?,} is the abstract complex

whose vertices are the elements of {/?,} and whose simplices are those

subcollections of ( /?,-} with a nonempty intersection.

Lemma 5.1 [5]. Let {/?,} be a g0-decomposition of Y with nerve K. Then

Y X g « \K\ X g0.

Corollary 5.2. Let X be a Peano continuum, with proper closed subsets

Ax,... ,An, and let K be the abstract complex whose vertices are the sets A¡

and whose simplices are those subcollections of {A¡) whose union is a proper

subset of X. Then U"=i2* is homeomorphic to the cone over \K\ X g. If

furthermore X contains no free arcs, then both \Jnim,xCA(X) and U1=\GA.(X)

are homeomorphic to the cone over \K\ X Q.

Proof. The collection {2A, \ {X}) is a finite g0-decomposition of UUi^a,

\ {X}, with nerve K. Then since U?=,2^ \ {X) is a g-manifold, U?-i^ \

{X) « (U?=12^ \{X))XQœ\K\x g0'. Thus UUtä, is homeomorphic

to the one-point compactification of \K\ X Q X [0, 1), i.e., U"^X2X f=¡¿

Cone(|tf| X g). Similarly for \Jn^xCA(X) and \Jn,_xGA¡(X)\ in the latter

case we use the result established above that C\k=xGA(X)« g if (and only

if) Ul-A^X.
Note that the cone over \K\ X g is homeomorphic to g if and only if |^"|

is contractible. This includes, but is not limited to, the situation where

U7.,4 * *.

Corollary 5.3. Let § be a growth hyperspace of a Peano continuum X, such

that either X contains no free arcs or § is an inclusion hyperspace. If for each

e > 0 there exists an e-net {Ax,... ,A„) in § whose complex K (in the sense of

Corollary 5.2) is contractible, then § is homeomorphic to Q.

Proof. Given e > 0, let {Ax,..., An) be an e/2-net in % with contractible

complex K. The retraction rj = q(\Jniw.xGA(X); §): § -> \JU\ga,(x) is

within e/2 of the identity map. Now suppose X contains no free arcs. Then

U"-iga,(X) is homeomorphic to g, the element {X} is a Z-set in

U"=\ga,(x)' and there exists a maP/: U'-iG^CaT)-» U?=]Gj4jW\{Ar}

such that p(f, id) < e/2. The composition/rj: § -> § \ {X) satisfies p(fq, id)

< e, thus {X} is a Z-set in §, and § is homeomorphic to g. The analogous
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argument in the case that ß is an inclusion hyperspace uses the retraction

r,(U;..,2*;S).
We also use the g0-decomposition lemma to obtain a converse for

Theorems 3.1 and 4.1.

Theorem 5.1. For every [0, \)-stable Q-manifold M and nondegenerate

Peano continuum X, there exists an inclusion hyperspace ß of X such that

ß \ (X) « M.

Proof. By Chapman's triangulation theorem [3], there exists a countable

locally finite simplicial complex K such that \K\ X g0 s¿ M. Let {a,} be an

enumeration of the simplices of K. Choose_a sequence (U¡) of disjoint

nonempty open sets in X such that lim^^f/, = [p] for somep G X. For

each vertex v of K, define Uv = (J {U¡\v E <x,}. Then take ß = U {2%\u}v a

vertex of K). The cover {2^^ \ (X)) of ß \ (X) is a g0-decomposition with

nerve A:. Thus ß \ (X) « (ß \ {X)) X g « \K\ X g0 « M.

6. Convex growth hyperspaces. Let X be a convex «-cell, and cc^) the

hyperspace of nonempty closed convex subsets. It is known [11] that cc(X) is

homeomorphic to g for n > 1. A nonempty closed subspace ß of cc(Y) is a

convex growth hyperspace provided it satisfies the following condition: if

A E ß and B E cc(A0 such that B D A, then 7 G ß.

Let d be the Euclidean metric on a convex «-cell X c R". Then the

contraction tj of cc(Y) to the point [X) is defined as in §2, and for convex

growth hyperspaces ß c %, we also have the strong deformation retraction

i\(ß; %) of % to ß. Thus every convex growth hyperspace is a retract of

cc(/V), and is therefore an AR and a g-factor.

Theorem 6.1. If ß is a nontrivial convex growth hyperspace of a convex

n-cell X, n > 1, then ß \ (X) is a [0, \)-stable Q-manifold.

For the proof of Theorem 6.1 we consider the convex growth hyperspaces

cc^Y) = {7 G cc(X)\B d A), where A E 2X. We could of course replace A

by its convex hull conv A. If conv A =£ X and n > 1, it is also known [11]

that cc4(A') is homeomorphic to g. We first obtain the convex analogue of

Lemma 4.1.

Lemma 6.1. Let Ax,..., Ak be closed subsets of the convex n-cell X, n > 1,

such that conv (U*_i^,) *= X. Then öUicca,(x) « Q-

The proof of Lemma 6.1 requires the following technical lemmas.

Lemma 6.2. Let A E cciX) and p E bd X \ A. Then for every e > 0 there

exists a hyperplane H strictly separating A andp and such that p(X, X n H+)

< s, where H+ is the closed half-space of R" containing A.
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Proof. Let B c int X be a compact set such that p(X, B) < e. Then

conv(A u 7) and p are disjoint, and there exists a hyperplane H strictly

separating them (Theorem 2.10 of [15]). Clearly, p(X, X n H+) < p(X, B)

< E.

Lemma 6.3. Let A be a closed subset of the convex n-cell X, n > 1, such that

A n bd X ¥= 0 and conv A ¥= X. Then A n cl(bd X \ conv A) =£ 0.

Proof. Since X is the closed convex hull of the set of its exposed points [15,

Theorem 11.6], there exists an exposed point q of X which is not in convoi.

Let H be a supporting hyperplane for X through q such that H n X = q, and

let H' be the translate of H supporting A n bd X. Then H' must also support

conv A n bd X, and we have & = H' c\ A r\bdX c. A C\ cl(bd X \
conv A).

Proof of Lemma 6.1. Suppose first that Uk=xA¡ C int X. Let 3F = {7 G

\Jk=xccA(X)\int B-2 A¡ for each /}. We claim that 5" is a Z-set in

U/LiCC^.LX-) and Uf=,ccyl(Ar) \ <5 is a g-manifold. The e-expansion defined

by 7 -* r,(7, e) gives a map/: Uk.\CGAi(X) -> Uf_,cc4(AT) \ S" with p(/, id)
< e. And for any 7 G U ?= iCC^ (X) \ f, we have A} C int 7 for some/, thus

cc/1(A') is a g-neighborhood of 7 in \Jki=xccAfX). Then the theorem of

Torunczyk previously cited implies that in this case the g-f actor U ?= \QCA(X)

is homeomorphic to g.

Now suppose that Uf=i^,- D bd X =£ 0. The proof is by induction on &.

By Lemma 6.3 we have \Jk=xA¡ n cl(bd Y \ conv( U ?-1-^,-)) =?= 0, and we

may assume that Ak n cl(bd A" \ conv( U ?= i^,)) 7e 0. Let 7A be a sufficiently

small closed neighborhood of Ak in A, so that conv( U kZ\Ai U 7^) ¥= X. We

claim that the hyperspace U f= ,'cc^ (A") u ccB (X) is homeomorphic to g.

By the induction hypothesis \JkZ\CCA.(X), ccBà(Z), and their intersection

~JkZ\CCAuBk(X) are each homeomorphic to g. If we can show that

Uk=ilccAuBk(X) is a Z-set in \JkZ}ccA(X), the claimed result follows from

Handel's Sum Theorem for Hubert cubes [9].

There exists p E (Bk n bd X) \ conv(U?=i^,). By Lemma 6.2 there exists,

for every e > 0, a hyperplane H strictly separating conv( (J kZiA¡) andp, such

that the nearest-point map t: X -* X n H+ satisfies d(r, id) < e, where H +

is the closed half-space of 7" containing con\(\JkZxA¡). Then the map/:

\JkZ¡ccA(X)^\Jk-xxccA¡(X)\ccBk(X), defined by f(D) = conv t(7>),

satisfies p(f, id) < e. Thus U f= i'cc^, (X) u cc^iX) is homeomorphic to Q.

We may now routinely obtain the hyperspace Uf=]CC^ (X) as the limit of a

monotone inverse sequence of hyperspaces of the above form U *= /cc^ (X)

U ccÄ (X), by considering successively smaller neighborhoods Bk of Ak, and

using as bonding maps the retractions derived from the expansion map tj.

This construction is the same as that given in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Thus
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by the inverse sequence approximation lemma, U^iCC^ (X) is

homeomorphic to g.

Proof of Theorem 6.1. Let A G § \ {X}. There exists a closed neigh-

borhood % of A in 8 such that for each subset {Ax,... ,Ak) c 91,

con\(\Jk=\A¡) ¥= X. Let {A/} be a dense sequence in 91, and consider the

inverse sequence

ccA(JC) ¿-ccA](X) U cc^(^) «- • • • ,

where each / is the rj retraction. By Lemma 6.1 each coordinate space is

homeomorphic to g. The limit space is the closed neighborhood {F E

cc^lF d B for some B G 91} of A in §, and the approximation lemma

applies, showing that this neighborhood is homeomorphic to g. The argu-

ment that § \{X) is properly contractible to infinity is the same as in the

proof of Theorem 3.1.

Corollary 6.1. Let § be a nontrivial convex growth hyperspace of a convex

n-cellX, n > 1. Then the following statements are equivalent:

(l)S«g;
(2) § \ {X) is contractible;

(3){X) is a Z-set in §.

Corollary 6.2. Let Ax,... ,Ak be closed subsets of the convex n-cell X,

n > 1, with each conv At i= X, and let K be the abstract complex whose vertices

are the sets A¡ and whose simplices are those subcollections {A¡) for which

conv(LM,) 7= X. Then Uf^cc^ (X) is homeomorphic to the cone over \K\X

Q-

Corollary 6.3. Let A be a nonempty closed subset of the convex n-cell X,

« > 1. Then the convex growth hyperspace cc(X; A) = {F G cc(A")|F n A =£

0} is homeomorphic to g, unless A is precisely the vertex set {vx,... ,vk} of a

polyhedral X, in which case ccLY; A) is homeomorphic to the cone over
Sk~2 X g.

Proof. The complex K(xx, . . . , xk) associated with a collection

{x,,..., xk) of points in X, as in Corollary 6.2, is obviously contractible if

conv{x,,..., xk] 7e X. On the other hand, if the convex hull of some proper

subcollection of {xx,..., xk] is X, this subcollection must include all the

vertices of X; there exists some x, which is not a vertex; the complex

K(xx.xk) is star-shaped from x„ and therefore contractible. Thus

K(xx,... ,xk) is contractible unless {x„ ..., xk} is a minimal spanning set

for X, i.e., the vertex set of X, in which case K(xx,..., xk) is a combinatorial

(k - 2)-sphere.

If A is not the vertex set of X, there exists a dense sequence {x,} in A such
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that for each k, {x,,..., xk) is not the vertex set of X. Then by the above

argument and Corollary 6.2, the hyperspace Uf-iCC^CX") is homeomorphic

to g for each k. Since lim*^ U ki=xccx(X) = cc(A"; A), consideration of the

inverse sequence

CCjCi(*) £«„(*) u ccX2(*) £-...,

where each^ is the tj retraction, shows that ccLY; A) is homeomorphic to g.

The result in the case where A is the vertex set of X follows directly from

Corollary 6.2.

As before, Theorem 6.1 has a converse.

Theorem 6.2. For every [0, l)-stable Q-manifold M and every n > 1, there

exists a convex growth hyperspace § of a convex n-cell X such that § \ {X) «

M.

Proof. First consider the case n = 2. Let A" be a convex 2-cell with a

countable set of exposed points E = (x,, x2,..., r„}, such that xi^>xx

and bdA =x00x,Ux,x2Ux2x3u • • • . Let K be a countable locally finite

simplicial complex such that M « \K\ X g0, and let {a,} be an enumeration

of the simplices of K. For each vertex v of K, set Ev = E \ {x¡\v G a,}.

Define § = U {ccE (X)\v a vertex of K). Then § is a convex growth

hyperspace of X, and the cover {ccE(X)\ {X}} of 8\{X] is a go-

decomposition with nerve K. Thus S \ {X} « (S \ {AT}) XO«|/V|Xg0«

A/.

For « > 2, we consider the convex «-cell X X I"~2, and take § =

\J{ccEcXr-2(Xxl»-2)}.

A final remark: one can routinely verify (using projections onto finite-

dimensional convex cells) that all the results of this section remain valid when

X is an infinite-dimensional compact convex set in Hilbert space.
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